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In the last decade, archaeologists and pre-historians have come to interpret material relics as evidence of the past's meaning and function in extinct and preliterate cultures. While the earlier communis opinio assumed that the development of a historical awareness was dependent on literacy, the advocates of the 'archaeology of the past' make a strong case 'that prehistoric lives would always have been conducted according to an awareness of history, even if it could not be measured in the terms that are used today'.1 Observations such as the reuse of burial sites2 and the adjustment of buildings to fit the finds of older buildings3 are therefore interpreted as indicators for an awareness of the past. Archaeologists and pre-historians further suggest that relics from the past served as powerful tools in political and social struggles.4
The idea of the 'archaeology of the past' allows us to take a fresh look at the Homeric poems, since there are many cases in which material objects evoke the past in the Iliad and the Odyssey. Of course, certain objects such as the boar's-tusk helmet or Nestor's cup have been the subject of many studies, but the general relevance of material relics as commemorative objects has not received its due attention. The first three sections of this paper, therefore, set out to highlight the strong material side of the past embedded in the plots of the Iliad and the Odyssey. As we will see, a great variety of material objects keeps the past alive in the heroic world. I will first examine monuments the primary goal of which is to preserve a particular memory, namely the tombs (section I). I will then inspect the walls, which were built as fortifications, but also serve a commemorative function (section II). Furthermore, there is a great number of everyday goods that evoke stories from the past through their history (section III). We shall see that the epic 'archaeology of the past' enriches the narrative and provides a self-reflection on the epics as an act of memory.5
In turn, the epics can help us elucidate the hermeneutics of the 'archaeology of the past'. As critics have not failed to point out, the conclusions of many investigations are highly speculative. It is rather difficult to reconstruct attitudes towards the past on the basis of material relics. In this respect, the early Greek epics offer precious evidence. While it is still hotly debated what role 28 JONAS GRETHLEIN literacy played for the composition of the epics,6 only few would deny that the written versions which we have are based on long oral traditions. Therefore, the epics afford instructive examples of which objects evoke the past in an oral culture, which past they refer to and in what ways they do this. In section IV, I will discuss how my reading of the Iliad and the Odyssey can offer new insight into memory in archaic Greece and about the 'archaeology of the past' in general.
Instead of a conclusion, I will outline a comparison between the memory based on material relics and the modern interest in old objects. These look rather similar at first sight, but a closer inspection reveals crucial differences (section V). At the end of the article, the readers will find an appendix listing all the old objects in the Iliad and the Odyssey (section VI).
I. TOMBS AS 'TIMEMARKS'
Graves are the oldest types of monuments found in many cultures. In their attempt to come to grips with the mystery of death, humans install a sign in memory of the dead.7 As is well known, in eighth-and seventh-century Greece, hero and tomb cults were on the rise,8 a development that has often been brought into connection with the epic tradition. While it is all too easy to see hero cult as a mere consequence of the epic tradition, they obviously share a parallel interest in a heroic past.9 This aspect needs no further elaboration here; instead, I would like to turn now to the tombs as seen in Homer.10 Particularly in the Iliad, tombs are frequently referred to as 'landmarks'; i.e. the narrator and the heroes often use tombs as points of orientation.11 Landscape studies can deepen our understanding of tombs in the epics. Taking a constructivist approach, Chapman has elaborated that 'space' becomes transformed into 'places' through association with experiences,12 a process that is socially charged.13 Thus, in 'places' time has inscribed itself into 'space' in a socially relevant way. In other words, landscapes are time and social dynamics made visible. In reference to this, Chapman has coined the term 'timemark'.14 The concept of 'timemarks' is a term that applies very well to the tombs in the Homeric epics. The tombs are not random marks in the landscape, but are rather markers of the past that were made in memory of the dead and are now used as points of orientation.15 Their social significance lies both in their referring to the past and their geographical use.16 The size of the tombs and thus their visibility as a 'landmark' correspond with the importance of the dead. For example, the Greeks placed the tomb of Achilles, Patroklos and Antilochos 'on a jutting promontory there by the wide Hellespont,/ so that it can be seen afar from out on the water' {Od. 24.82-3). The social 6 American scholarship tends to emphasize the oral background. See, for example, the complex model developed by Nagy (1996); . European scholarship, on the other hand, is often based on the assumption that the Iliad could only have been composed with the help of literacy, see e.g. Reichel (1994) ; Latacz (2004) .
7 For the mnemonic function of material culture in connection with death, see Wiliams (2003) . The memory of the dead often fulfils important social functions. For instance, Chapman (1994) 44 notes that death is 'an opportunity for the re-negation of the social reproduction of the group by making statements about its cultural core and most significant relationships'. 8 Cf. Antonaccio (1995) and the literature given by Mazarakis Ainian (1999) 10 n.l and Hall (1999) 49 n.2. See also the following footnote. 9 For example, Farnell (1921) ; Coldstream (1976) ;
West ( 1 988) 1 5 1 argue that hero cult was generated by the epics. However, Snodgrass (1982) draws attention to the difference of burial forms, and Hadzisteliou-Price (1973) points out that hero cult is already presupposed in the Iliad. See also Crielaard (1995) 266-73. 10 For a list of tombs in the Iliad and Odyssey, see Pfister (1909) 541-3; Mannsperger (2002 Mannsperger ( ) 1076 Cf. e.g. Taplin (1992) 94-6. For the topography of Troy in the Iliad, see Cook (1973) ; Thornton (1984) 150-63. 12 Cf. Tuan (1977) ; Pred (1986) . See also Chapman (1988) on the transformation of 'space' into 'place '. Tilley (1994) replaces the concept of space with the concept of landscape, which concentrates less on single objects and more on their connections and is thus more holistic. 13 Chapman (1997) . 14 Chapman (1997) 43. 15 For the link between gravestones and fame see Redfield (1975) 34.
16 For the social significance of tells, see Chapman (1994) 57-8. significance of the tombs is re-enacted in the epics when they serve as the sites of assemblies (//. 2.81 1-14; 10.414-16). Hence, in the 'timemarks' of the tombs, the temporal and the spatial axes converge in a socially and politically significant way.17 By marking a place that is relevant in the present, the tomb inscribes the memory of a dead person into everyday reality. Let us now take a closer look at the tombs as spatially sanctified acts of memory, in particular at their temporal scope, their significance in the narrative, and the characters' reflection on their commemorative function. The 'reach' of the memory preserved by tombs is limited. While we do not know where Aipytos belongs in the epic chronology (//. 2.603-4),18 Aisyetes, whose tomb Polites uses as a lookout (//. 2.792-3), belongs to the previous generation, if we choose to identify him as the Aisyetes whose son is killed in //. 1 3 . 424-44. 19 The tomb of Myrine is likely to be just as old, for the scholion A ad //. 2.8 14 suggests that Myrine was an Amazon. Scholars have therefore linked Myrine with the Amazons against whom Priam supported the Phrygians (//. 3.184-90).20 In this case, Myrine's tomb would also date back only one generation.21
The scope of memory is somewhat extended in the case of Dos' tomb, which is mentioned four times (//. 10.414-16; 11.166-8; 369-72; 24.349-51) .22 Ilos is not only called m^aióç (//. 11.166; 372) , but as Aineas' genealogy reveals, he is Laomedon's father and thus Priam's grandfather. Given that Priam's sons are the active generation, the 'timemark' of the tomb has preserved Ilos' memory in the public knowledge of Troy for three generations.23
Ilos' tomb also illustrates that the tombs, as 'timemarks', can acquire a particular narrative relevance. In //. 1 1 .369-72 Paris is leaning on the stêlê of the tomb, when he shoots Diomedes with an arrow. Griffin points out that there is a contrast between the grave and the battle and emphasizes that Diomedes' wound is also superficial. According to this reading, the tomb underscores Paris' less than heroic nature. Thornton, on the other hand, seems to see a rather positive correspondence because Diomedes has to leave the battle, and the Greeks thereby come under pressure.24 Regardless of which view one favours, it is obvious that the narrator uses the tomb in order to set the present action against the backdrop of the past.
The quality of tombs as 'timemarks' is not something that is difficult to recognize, for it is rather frequently reflected upon by the characters in the Odyssey. Telemachos and Eumaios contrast Odysseus' supposed death at sea to the glory a tomb in Troy would have established for him and his son (Od. 1.239-41=14.369-71). Similarly, Achilles' ghost in the underworld points out the glory that Agamemnon would have earned for his son through a tomb at , and Agamemnon's ghost praises Achilles for his tomb at the Hellespont that will be there for future generations to see . The Iliad provides a particularly interesting example of a 17 In this article, I focus on the commemorative function of relics. However, tombs and walls, the subject of the next section, not only keep the past alive, but also play an important role in the formation of the polis. The commemorative and political aspects of buildings reinforce each other. Cf Hölkeskamp (2002) 'àvôpòç jièv TÓôe Gî^a nàkax KaTaT£0vr|(ÒTOç, ov 7tot' àpiGxeúovxa KaxéKxave (paíôijioç "EKxcop.' coç 7COT8 tic épéei, to 6' éjiòv KÂioç oi) tiot' óXetuai.
But his corpse I will give back among the strong-benched vessels so that the flowing-haired Achaians may give him due burial and heap up a mound upon him beside the broad passage of Helle. And some day one of the men to come will say, as he sees it, one who in his benched ship sails on the wine-blue water: 'This is the mound of a man who died long ago in battle, who was one of the bravest, and glorious Hektor killed him'. So will he speak some day, and my glory will not be forgotten.
rioxé and tiç ... ò'|/iyovcov àvGpcoTccov mark the temporal extension of Hektor 's fame and the claim to ô' é^iòv KÀéoç oi) ttot' oXevcoci shows that Hektor eventually strives for eternal fame. This temporal longevity converges with the spatial extension of his fame: not only does tiç ... ócvGpcímcov signify mankind in general, but the seafarer stands for the spreading of his fame all over the world. This commemorative function is underscored by the epigrammatic character of//. 7.89-90.25 At the same time, Hektor inverts the commemorative function of the tomb which is erected to preserve the memory of the dead, while in his fantasy, stimulated by Helenos' prediction, the tomb spreads his, the winner's, fame.26 So far, we have seen that in the Iliad and Odyssey tombs are 'timemarks'. As spatial marks, they preserve the fame of the dead. However, this neat picture becomes blurred in two passages that contain very subtle reflections on the process of signification. The first can be found in Iliad 2, where the Trojans are assembled at another striking place, //. 2.81 1-14: egti ôé tiç 7ipO7iápoi0e KÓXioq auieîa KoAxóvri, èv Tieôícoi aTtáveuOe, Tcepíôpojioç evGa Kai ëv0a, ttìv TiToi avôpeç BaTÍeiav kikàtigkouoiv, àOávaToi Ôé Te Grj^ia 7toAA)GKáp0|Lioio Mi)pívr|ç.
Near the city but apart from it there is a steep hill in the plain by itself, so you pass one side or the other. This men call the Hill of the Thicket, but the immortal gods have named it the burial mound of dancing Myrine.
The signification of the hill depends on one's point of view: while it is known as the 'Hill of the Thicket' among men, the gods call it the 'burial mound of dancing Myrine'.27 This not only underscores the gap between humans and gods,28 but it also shows that tombs can slip into oblivion.
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Cf. Nagy (1990) For men, the marker of Myrine has turned into merely landscape; artefact has become nature. Only the gods, who are endowed with a better memory, are aware of its original significance. The underlying semiotic process is implied in the Greek word o%a, which can signify both 'sign' and 'tomb'.29 For humans, the 'sign' of Myrine's 'tomb' has lost its original significance and has gained a new one.
While it is the narrator who points out that the original significance of the 'Hill of the Thicket' has become lost to the heroes, in Iliad 23 a character reflects on the uncertain significance of material remains for men. Before the chariot race, Nestor instructs his son Antilochus, //. 23.326-33: afj|ia ôé toi épéco 'iáX' àpuppaSéç, oúôé ae Xfjaeiëoxr|K£ tpXov a')ov ooov x' opyin' ')7ièp aïrjç, r' SpDÒç f' rceúicriç-to jnèv où miaTruOexai öjißpcoi-Xàe 5è toö èmTepBev épripéôccTai òvo ta-UKco év £i)vo%fìiGiv óSoí, Àeîoç 8' ÍTCTcóSpojioç à|i(píç-TÍ T£o afijia ßpoToio náXax KaTaTeGvricÒToç r' to ye vt>aaa t£t')kto eki Ttpoxépcov àvGpamcov • Kai vîv T£p|iaT' e6tík8 7uoôápKr|ç ôîoç AxiÀÀeúç.
I will give you a clear mark and you cannot fail to notice it. There is a dry stump standing up from the ground about six feet, oak, it may be, or pine, and not rotted away by rain-water, and two white stones are leaned against it, one on either side, at the joining place of the ways, and there is smooth driving around it. Either it is the grave-mark of someone who died long ago, or was set as a racing goal by men who lived before our time. Now swift-footed brilliant Achilleus has made it the turning-post.
The afj|ia has three levels of signification: first, Nestor uses it as a sign for the advice he offers to Antilochus; second, Achilles makes it a turning-post within the race-course; third, Nestor suspects that it has been either a tomb or a turning-post already in the past.30 This uncertainty is underscored, as Lynn-George and Dickson note, because not even Nestor, who is more or less the embodiment of memory, is able to decipher the sign for sure.31 To this it can be added that the uncertainty of the past signification is highlighted by the clarity of its signification in the present (//. 23.326: àpuppaôéç) .
Moreover, the significance of the material object is also reflected by its representation: in //. 23.326 afilia means 'sign', but in //. 23.331 it signifies 'tomb'.32 The double signification in the secondary sign system of language reflects the ambiguity in the primary sign system of material objects. This subtle semiotic play gains further depth through the fact that the word played with is the word for 'sign'. We can therefore add a fourth level of significance to af||ia: 'sign' performs the semiotic process that it signifies; the use of af||Lia enacts its meaning.
The instability of the af||ia gains force from the context depicted above. The ambiguity of the stones' signification clashes with the commemorative function of the games.33 This is underscored by a reverberation: the epithet ápuppaôéç, which is used for the present signification of the afijia 29 On oficia as 'sign ' and 'tomb' see Niemeyer (1996) 12-18. Cf. also Nagy (1983 ) 35. Scodel (2002 also discusses different kinds of 0f|(iaxa in the Homeric epics. On the Odyssey, see also Purves (2006) . 30 Cf. Dickson (1995) 216-17. 31 Lynn-George (1988) 266; Dickson (1995 ) 218-19. 32 As Nagy (1983 46 notes, both meanings are linked to each other: 'In this context, the etymology of sema 'sign, tomb' can be brought to bear: as a 'sign' of the dead hero, the 'tomb' is a reminder of the hero and his kleos'. See also Sinos (1980) 48, who points out that some of the race courses in Panhellenic games have been identified as including the tombs of ancient heroes. 33 Cf. Dickson (1995) 217. Sinos (1980) 47, 50-1; Nagy (1983) . . . and afterwards let us gather up the bones of Patroklos, the son of Menoitios, which we shall easily tell apart, since they are conspicuous where he lay in the middle of the pyre, and the others far from him burned at the edge, the men indiscriminately with the horses. Now, the bones are àpuppocôéa in the same manner that the present signification of the of^a is àpi(ppaôéç. If we transfer the obscurity of the past signification of the turning-post, which may or may not have been a tomb, to the tomb of Patroklos and project it into the future, it becomes questionable whether his tomb will ensure lasting fame. This also affects Achilles, who has already given the orders to enlarge Patroklos' tomb later so he can be buried there too.
Some scholars have argued that the instability of the ernia puts the epic claim of creating KÀéoç oc(p9ixov into question.34 The link between tomb and epics is, I think, justified.35 However, I am inclined to see a contrast, particularly since in Iliad 23 tombs are not said to establish kAíoç. Both tombs and epic poetry are commemorative media, but semiotic shifts jeopardize the significance of the material monument, while the fame in poetry claims to be eternal.36
In sum, tombs not only serve as 'timemarks' in the Iliad and the Odyssey, but their commemorative function is also reflected upon by the heroes. However, the memory does not reach back very far; it spans up to three generations in one case, but it is usually only one generation. While this ties in nicely with assumptions about the extent of memory in oral societies, the implicit reflections on the stability of memory go beyond what most scholars would expect in an oral society.
II. THE WALLS OF TROY AND ITS HISTORY
Monuments, which are built for commemorative reasons, are not the only objects to evoke the memory of the past. In many cases, archaeologists and pre-historians draw on the fact that relics of old buildings were reused, in order to argue that people had an awareness of the past.37 This indicates that buildings which were not erected for commemorative reasons can also evoke the past. However, it is hard to prove what people in past oral societies actually made of ruins. Here, the Homeric epics offer precious evidence. For example, in the Odyssey a bench made of stones prompts the narrator to flash back to Neleus, who used to sit on the bench and was a 'counsellor like the gods' (Od. 3.406-10). While in this case a material object evokes only the memory of an 34 Cf. Dickson (1995) 218 with further literature in n.8. 35 De Certeau (1988) 99-102 compares historiography to tombs.
36 This is not contradicted by the simile in //. 17.432-7: to Ô' oiSx' a'j/ èni vfjaç em nXazvv fEÀÀf|G7tovTov / TlOeAirnv íévai, oik' èç noXz'iov u£x' Axaioúç, / aXX' ¿oc te GTT]Xr] uivei euneôov, f| x' ènì roußcoi / àvépoç éarnicni t£0vt|Ótoç r'e yuvaiKÓç, / coç uévov àcHpa^écoç nepiKaXkia ôícppov ë%ovxeç, / otíÔei éviGKÍu'|/avTe Kapriaxa... Here, the stillness of the horses is compared to the immobility of a stêlê on a grave. The 'vehicle' of the simile also evokes funeral associations, cf. Edwards ad //. 17.434-6. However, the immobility of the stêlê does not say anything about the duration of its existence.
37 See, for example, Bradley (2002) 58-71 on houses located at the middle and late Bronze age site of Elp.
individual from the past, a more striking case for how non-monumental relics can document the past are the various walls of Troy in the Iliad.
The fortification that the Achaeans build in Iliad 7 has attracted much attention,38 and the question of whether the wall is an interpolation or not has kept many scholars busy.39 That the Achaean wall could preserve the memory of the Trojan War is suggested by the fact that it is built on the grave of the fallen Greeks. As the previous section has shown, tombs serve a commemorative function, and if we take this spatial contiguity as a characteristic feature at the level of content, it is possible that the wall will bear testimony to the past, even though that is not its primary goal. The commemorative function of walls comes to the fore in Poseidon's complaint in //. 7.451-3: too 8' fixoi KÀéoç ëaxoci, OGov t' éniKiôvaTai tjcoç, too ô' £Kikr'Govxai, tò éyá) Kai Ooißoc ÄttoäAcov Tlpcoi Aao|LiéôovTi noXícaa'iev à0ÀT|oavT£. Now the fame of this will last as long as dawnlight is scattered, and men will forget that wall which I and Phoibos Apollo built with our hard work for the hero Laomedon's city.
Poseidon's words reveal that walls were seen as bearers of KÀéoç. Moreover, they show that walls compete with each other for recognition.40 Memory, it seems, is reserved only for the most impressive constructions. The new wall threatens to outshine the old wall which evokes the services of Poseidon and Apollo for Laomedon and thus preserves the memory of events that happened two generations ago.41
There is yet another wall in Troy, //. 20.144-8:
¿oc apa cpcovriGaç f^yrioaTO Ki)avo%aÍTT|ç Tei^oç éç à^icpíx^TOV 'HpaKÀfjoç Beíoio ')'|/r|Xóv, to pá oi Tpôeç mi IlaÀÀòcç A0r|vr|
ònnòxe jiiv aeúarco arc' fjïovoç rceÔíovôe.
So he spoke, Poseidon of the dark hair, and led the way to the stronghold of godlike Herakles, earth-piled on both sides, a high place, which the Trojans and Pallas Athena had built him as a place of escape where he could get away from the Sea Beast when the charging monster drove him away to the plain from the seashore.
The 'Herakles-wall' evokes another story from the past: that of Herakles and the sea-monster.42 According to later sources, this monster was sent by Poseidon who had not been paid for his services.43 Laomedon promised his partly divine horses to the one who would rid Troy of this plague.
38 In //. 7.333-43, Nestor says that the wall will be built upon the grave-mound for the dead. For the further role of the wall in the Iliad, see Thornton (1984) 
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However, as hinted at by Tlepolemos in //. 5.638-42, Herakles was not given due reward and sacked the city in revenge.44
The memories evoked by the walls amount to a history of Troy. The first wall calls to mind Poseidon's and Apollon's servitude to Laomedon. The memory of the revenge of the gods is preserved by the wall from which Herakles fought the sea-monster. Finally, the Achaeans' wall documents the Trojan War. Thus, the series of walls impressively illustrates that material relics were indeed bearers of memories, or, in Chapman's terms, that time has left its imprint on 'space', transforming it into 'places'.
However, the wall of the Achaeans, which is obviously the most striking wall and thus threatens to eclipse the memory of Poseidon's and Apollon's wall, is not only damaged during battle (//. 12.256-62; 14.55-6; 66-8; 15.361-6) , but, as the narrator points out, will eventually be annihilated by a major deluge (//. 12.3-33; cf. 7.459-63) . It has been argued since antiquity that this deluge was introduced to explain why no remains of the wall were visible in the present.45 Even if we do not subscribe to this theory, the narrator's prolepsis marks that there are limits to memory being preserved by material relics. While the previous section revealed the semiotic ambiguity of monuments, the fate of the Achaean wall shows that even the most impressive material relics can disappear.
Because what appears as natural to later spectators is in fact the result of an intervention, the force of time blurs the boundaries between nature and culture. As in the case of the 'Hill of the thicket', alias the 'tomb of Myrine', it becomes difficult to distinguish between landscape and artefact. This may be best illustrated by another passage that does not involve a wall. In the battle of the gods, Athena hurls a stone at Ares, //. 21.403-6: r' ô àvaxaoGajjivri XíQov eíXexo %eipi 7ta%£Ír|i Keíjievov év rceôícoi, (¿étaxva Tpr|%t>v xe jiéyav xe, xóv p' âvôpeç Ttpóxepoi Géaav elevai oiipov àpoúpriç-xcoi ßaX,e Goûpov 'Äpr|a kocx' aú^éva, Xvöe Se yma.
But Athena giving back caught up in her heavy hand a stone that lay in the plain, black and rugged and huge, one which men of a former time had set there as boundary mark of the cornfield. With this she hit furious Ares in the neck, and unstrung him.
Ober argues that this description of the stone makes it likely that it was originally more of a natural object than an artefact.46 The stone is turned into a human artefact in its function as a hows. However, the stone fulfils its function only in a certain context, and when Athena removes it, she renders it part of nature again. Both the stone and the Achaean wall show that human artefacts are far from stable, when they are taken from nature and placed in the landscape. They can turn into landscape again, and then their former significance may be irretrievably lost to the human spectator.47 44 Scodel (1982) argues in favour of an integration of oriental legends about floods.
Taking a narratological approach, de Jong (2004) 84 interprets this prolepsis as an attempt to provide the wall with the significance that old objects gain from reviews of their past. I think these interpretations do not necessarily cancel one another out; they simply highlight different aspects. 46 Cf. Ober (1995) 96-100. See also Griffin (1980) 24 for more on the stone. He sees it as a significant detail that reveals 'the chaotic reversal of the order and sense of life in peace'.
4/ For the history of landscapes, see e.g. Nash (1997) ;
for naturalia as a testimony to the past in Greece, see Boardman (2002) 103-15. Returning to the walls of Troy, I would like to make one final point. Ford has offered a metapoetic reading of the Achaean wall, arguing that its fragility says something 'about the possibilities of preserving the fame of the Trojan War in physical form'.48 He sees the wall as 'a figure for a written-down Iliad'49 According to this interpretation, the orally transmitted poem critically reflects on writing as a new technique. I would like to suggest as an alternative interpretation that there is a juxtaposition here of epic poetry and the 'archaeology of the past' as two different media of memory. The fragility and ambiguity of material relics and the eternity of the poetic tradition highlight each other in their discrepancy. While the wall has evolved from a medium of memory to an object of memory, the epics claim to be kAíoç acpGixov. Thus, the Iliad not only illustrates that material relics call the past to mind, but it also emphasizes the limitations of this function and uses this as a foil for its own function as a medium of memory.50
III. THE BIOGRAPHY OF THINGS
In an article published in 1910, the anthropologist Rivers pointed out that material objects can have biographies and thereby preserve stories.51 This approach was later taken up and linked to the discussion of different models for the exchange of goods, ranging from gifts and kulas52 to commodities.53 Kopytoff, for example, suggests: 'In doing the biography of a thing, one would ask questions similar to those one asks about people: what, sociologically, are the biographical possibilities inherent in its "status" and in the period and culture, and how are these possibilities realized? Where does the thing come from and who made it? What has been its career so far, and what do people consider to be an ideal career for such things? What are the "recognized" ages or periods in the thing's "life", and what are the cultural markers for them? How does the thing's use change with its age, and what happens to it when it reaches the end of its usefulness?'54
The biographical nature of material objects depends on their cultural setting. For instance, in a study of the Indonesian Kodi, Hoskins had a hard time eliciting information from the indigenous population about their lives. However, she finally succeeded when she started to ask the Kodi about material goods which are highly personalized and hold numerous stories of their previous owners. While the notion of a 'biography of things' works very well in this case, this model is not as successful when used for western civilisations, which have a rather depersonalized circulation 48 Ford (1992) 150. A cornerstone of the meta-poetic reading is //. 12.10-12, where the duration of the wall is made co-extensive with the Iliad (cf. Ford (1992) 151-2). Another passage that seems to have been previously left aside can be adduced as support for the meta-poetic reading of the wall. In the embassy scene, Achilles says in //. 9.348-54: r' uèv of] 'iaka noXkà 7iovr|Gaxo vóacpiv éjieîo • / Kai Ôf| xeîxoç eôeijie, Kai f|À,ac£ xá(ppov en' aùxcoi / eupeîav jieyáAriv, év ôè GKÓÀxmaç Kax£7rn¿;£v / àXÀ,' o')Ô' (bç Ôúvaxai aoévoç "EKXopoç àvôpoqxSvoio / ïg%£iv. ocppa ô' éyà) u£x' A%aioÎGiv 7ioÀi|iiÇov, / oúk £0£À,£gk£ uxx%r|v arcò -cei^eoç ôpvt>|Li£v "EKxcop, / àXX' ogov éç Imiaç T£ nvXaq Kai (priyòv ïravev. Achilles juxtaposes himself with the wall. Such a comparison is founded on the numerous epic similes and metaphors in which heroes are compared to walls, cf. Scully (1990) 58-61. If we see Achilles, the hero of the Iliad, as métonymie for the poem, the wall and the Iliad are juxtaposed. Such a reading is reinforced by a parallel between Achilles and the wall: not only is the wall obliterated by the deluge, but also the memory of Achilles is threatened by Scamander (cf. Scamander's words in //. 21.322-3; the parallel between Achilles and the wall is pointed out by Nagy (1979) 160 §16 n.l; Scodel (1982) 48 n.38). However, the wall is erased and Achilles, on the other hand, escapes the river and gains kaíoç acpOixov. While the wall is turned from a medium of memory into an object of memory, the Iliad presents itself as a stable medium of memory through the idea of KÀioç acpöixov. In addition to Ford (1992) Gregory (1982) ; Appadurai (1986) , who is sceptical about the distinction between gifts and commodity goods; Thomas (1991) , who pleads for the maintenance of the distinction; Hoskins (1998) on kula. The 'life of things' is given a philosophical twist by Thomas (1996) . Other goods with biographies include headwear (//. 22.470-2), drugs (Od. 4.227-32), a lyre (//. 9.186-9), a discus (//. 23.826-9), wine and, if we may count them as 'material goods', horses and mules (//. 5. 265-72; 16.148-54; 17.443-4; 23.276-8; 291-2; 294-8; 24.277-8) . Thus, we find the past inscribed in all kinds of material goods in the heroic world.
I shall show how (a) the biographies of goods resemble the memory provided by memorials and other buildings, then (b) I will discuss the relation between the present and the past as constructed in these biographies, and finally (c) I will touch upon their narrative use.
(a) The history of the walls has revealed that only special relics carry memories. Poseidon is worried that the new fortification built by the Achaeans will eclipse the fame of his wall and thereby the memory of his service to Laomedon. By the same token, many of the goods that evoke past stories are endowed with special features. In the Iliad for example, Meriones' boar's-tusk helmet is carefully described (//. 10.261-6), and both cups of Diomedes and Nestor are portrayed as golden (//. 6.220; 1 1 .632-5). In the Odyssey, Menelaos calls the kratêr that he received from Phaidimos the 'most splendid and esteemed at the highest value' of all the goods stored in his house (Od. 4.614). The significance of several objects is even heightened by their divine origin. The kratêr which Menelaos gives to Telemachos was made by , as was the amphora which Dionysos gave to Thetis and in which Achilles' ashes are stored (Od. 24.74-5).
Therefore, biographies seem to be attached only to precious items; inversely, biographies render objects significant. A good case in point is an object I have not yet mentioned: the sceptre of Agamemnon which was made by Hephaistos, given to Hermes by Zeus and then passed on to Pelops, Atreus, Thyestes and finally its present owner (//. 2. 100-9).57 The sceptre further illustrates that the relation between object and owner is reciprocal. Previous owners have lent the sceptre significance, which, in turn, it bestows on its present owner, who relies on the sceptre's authority when he is speaking.58
The sceptre is exceptional in having a history that reaches back two generations. Other objects that have such a long past include the cup that Oineus received from Bellerophontes and that Diomedes still has in his house (//. 6.220-1), and the bow which Odysseus received as a young man 55 Hoskins (1998) 192 . However, he is right to qualify this juxtaposition because even in the western world there are goods that tend to accumulate history, old furniture for example. See also Crielaard (2003) 51-3, who discusses the example of the wine. The differences between the status of material goods in western civilizations and goods in the Melanesian society have been a subject of controversy. While Strathern (1988) sees a clear dichotomy, Thomas (1991) argues for similarities.
56 The 'biography of things' approach has already been applied to the Homeric epics by Crielaard (2003) . 57 For the sceptre in the Iliad, see Combellack (1947 Combellack ( /1948 ; Mondi (1980); Griffin (1980) 58 Another example of the reciprocal relation between owner and object is the club of Areithoos (//. 7.137-50), cf. Crielaard (2003) 54. When none of the Greeks is willing to accept Hektor's challenge, Nestor delivers a hortatory account of his duel with Ereuthalion, who fought with a club that Areithoos had received from Ares, but then lost to Lykurgos, who in turn passed it on to Ereuthalion. On the one hand, this illustrious series of heroes makes the club a significant object; on the other, this aura is transferred to Ereuthalion. So Nestor tells the club's history in order to emphasize his courage when faced with such a terrible opponent. from Iphitos, who had inherited the weapon from his father Eurytos {Od. 21. 11 -4 1).59 Particularly interesting is Meriones boar's-tusk helmet which illustrates three different modes of exchange (//. 10.261-70): Autolykos stole the helmet from Amyntor and gave it to his guest-friend Amphidamas, who used it as a present for Polos. Polos eventually passed it on to his son Meriones. In being passed down three generations, the helmet has seen three different modes of exchange: theft, gift and inheritance.60
In most cases, however, the biographies of things are similar to the memory established by tombs in that they often reach back only one generation. In some cases, the retrospective does not even go this far. For example, when Menelaos gives Telemachos a tour of his treasure chamber, he only mentions the travels during which he acquired the goods and does not delve into their past {Od. 4.81-91). However, this lack of temporal depth is compensated for by spatial reachMenelaos collected the goods from places as far as Cyprus, Phoenicia, Egypt, Ethiopia and Libya. The emphasis on the exotic origin of goods is not limited to the Odyssey 9 which abounds in travel stories, but can also be found in the Iliad, for example, when the narrator describes Agamemnon's armour,//. 11.19-22: ôeúxepov orò 6<»pr|Ka Tcepi axf|6eaaiv ëÔDvev, tóv 7ioxé oì Kwópriç ôcoice ^eivr|ïov eîvai, kevQeto yôcp Kúrcpovôe jiéya KÀioç, ow£k' A^ocioí éç Tpoíriv vrieaaiv àvajitaúoeoOai E'iekXov.
Afterwards he girt on about his chest the corselet that Kinyras had given him once, to be a guest present. For the great fame and rumour of war had carried to Cyprus How the Achaians were to sail against Troy in their vessels.61
In one further respect, everyday goods parallel relics. I have discussed Hektor's reflection on the future tomb of his opponent and Nestor's comments on the turning point in the chariot race as examples for the characters' reflections on the commemorative function of relics. The same awareness can be noted with regard to everyday goods. It is striking that, while most modern discussions focus on the social dynamics and hierarchies that are acted out in gift exchange,62 the epic heroes themselves stress the temporal dimension of the objects and emphasize their commemorative function: in the Ilia d, Hektor appeals to Ajax after their duel to exchange gifts so that their encounter will be remembered (//. 7.299-302). The Odyssey, in which hospitality figures prominently, contains more examples of this than the Iliad. Menelaos, for instance, gives Telemachos a cup, and Helen gives him apeplos for his future wife, and both point out that these gifts will preserve their memory {Od. 4.590-2; 15.125-8). Peisistratos also remarks that 'a guest remembers all his days the man who received him / as a host receives a guest, and gave him the gifts of friendship' {Od. 15.54-5), and in a similar vein, Alkinous gives a cup to Odysseus 'so that all 59 The chronology of this passage is muddled: Herakles, who is normally separated from the heroes of the Trojan War by one or two generations, is made a contemporary of young Odysseus. Cf. Galinsky (1972) 12; Clay (1983) 91. 60 Other ways in which weapons can change their owners are combat, in which the victor strips his opponent, and games, where the participants compete for prizes. Both of these modes of exchange are used in the case of the armour that Achilles takes from Asteropaios in battle and then awards to Eumelos after the chariot race (//. 23.560-2). See also Asteropaios' sword in //. 23.807-8. The sequential exchange of the same good on the battlefield and in the games underscores the similarities between the Iliad's plot and the funeral games that make book 23 into a mise-enabyme. Cf. Grethlein (2007) where it is argued that the funeral games not only refract many elements of the Iliad's plot, but that the games also mirror epic poetry as another medium of reflection on death.
61 See also the first prize for the foot race in the funeral games for Patroklos: a Phoenician kratêr {II 23.740-7), and the cup from Thrace in Priam's treasury (//. 24.234-6). 62 See the remarks by Finley (1954) 49-66 and also Hooker (1989) ; Donlan (1989) . On gifts in archaic Greece from an archaeological perspective, see, for example, Coldstream (1983) ; Morris (1986b) .
his days he may remember me / as he makes libation at home to Zeus and the other immortals' (CW. 8.431 -2).63
The heroes also comment on the commemorative function of objects outside the context of hospitality. For example, after the chariot race in Iliad 23, Achilles gives the fifth prize 'as a treasure / in memory of the burial of Patroklos' (//. 23.618-19) to Nestor, who is too old to participate in the competition. Since the prizes are supposed to ensure that the commemorative function of the funeral games will be extended in the future, the choice of 'Mister Memory' seems particularly apt.64 (b) As we have seen, the biographies of things parallel in many regards the memory evoked by tombs and walls. It is precious items that have biographies; the memory preserved by them rarely reaches back more than one generation and they prompt characters to reflect on commemoration. Everyday goods can also help us to elucidate further the relation that the heroes see between past and present. More specifically, they illustrate that the past is felt to be greater than the present and that the heroes of previous generations tower over the present ones.65
At first, it is surprising that Nestor is the only one able to lift the cup he has brought from home (//. 1 1 .632-7). Old Nestor is too frail to join the battle properly and, in the very context of the description of his cup, yepouóç (//. 11.632) and yepcov (//. 11.637) emphasize his age. However, it is Nestor's age, of all things, that makes him capable of lifting the cup. When he tries to persuade Achilles to make peace with Agamemnon, he appeals to them to follow his advice, arguing that,//. 1.260-1:
TiSr| yap noi' éyoe Kai àpeíooiv T|é nep ')|iw àv8paGiv (b|iíÀ,riaa, Kai ov rcoxé jll' oï y' àoépiÇov.
Yes, and in my time I have dealt with better men than you are, and never once did they disregard me.
Thus, it is Nestor's superiority as a member of an earlier, stronger generation that makes him the only one who is able to lift the cup.66 This interpretation can be backed up by other passages: the narrator states four times that a hero lifts a stone that not one nor even two of the present men could move.67 The relationship between the heroes' past and their present mirrors the relationship between the epic past and the present of the epic performance.
The same pattern applies to Achilles' spear, //. Grethlein (2007) . 65 On the relation between past and present in the Iliad, see Grethlein (2006a) 49-58. 66 Since social ranks were expressed in portions of food and drink (see, for example, //. 4.261-3), the size of Nestor's cup also highlights his standing and reputation in the Greek army. For a parallel in a Ugaritic text, see West (1997)376. 67 Cf. II. 5.302-4; 12.381-3; 12.445-9; 20.285-7. Boardman (2002) 34, 190 makes the interesting suggestion that the discovery of mammoth bones contributed to or even generated the idea that the heroes were greater and stronger than present men. For the connection between these finds and the age of heroes, see Mayor (2000) 104-56. 68 For Achilles' spear, see Shannon (1975) 31-86. Only the spear of blameless Aiakides he did not take, huge, heavy, thick, which no one else of all the Achaians could handle, but Achilles alone knew how to wield it; the Pelian ash spear which Cheiron had brought to his father from high on Pelion to be death for fighters.
Peleus' spear is so heavy that only the strongest hero, Achilles, is able to wield it, making the past appear to be greater than the present. The examples mentioned thus far are from the Iliad, but the Odyssey also has a formidable object, Odysseus' bow. All who try to string the bow, except Telemachos, lack the strength and therefore fail. Odysseus is the only one who is strong enough to use the bow (and does so with detrimental consequences for the Suitors). The bow is old -as I have already mentioned, it was Eurytos ' old weapon {Od. 2 1 . 1 1 -4 1 ) -and when Odysseus holds it, he first inspects it to see if it is still intact (Od. 2 1 .393-5). One could argue that Eurytos was an outstanding figure in his own time and that therefore the difficulties of the Suitors do not necessarily imply that previous heroes were stronger. However, in light of Odysseus' statement that he would not dare to compete with the old archers (Od. 8.223-5),09 it is plausible that the Suitors' failure marks the difference between the generations of heroes. Although the objects mark a gap in generations, they also link past and present together. Odysseus points out that he is weaker than Herakles and Eurytos, but the fact that he still uses Eurytos' bow aligns him with former generations of heroes. The continuity created by material goods is particularly obvious in the case of the sceptre that places Agamemnon in line with his father, great uncle and grandfather (//. 2.100-9), and endows him with the authority accumulated by his ancestors.
That the sceptre not only stands for, but itself embodies the continuity of tradition is highlighted by the description of the sceptre that Achilles gives in order to emphasize the firmness of his decision to withdraw from combat, //. 1.234-9:
vai 'ià xóSe OKfjrcxpov • xò jnèv ov rcoxe <px>X'a Kai oÇodç (púaei, ércei Sri rcpcoxa xo^fjv èv öpeaai XeXoikev, o')5' àva0TiÀx|G£i* Tcepi yáp pá è %aÀKÒç eXe''fEv yvXXá xe Kai cpXoióv • vuv a')xé jiiv meq Ä%aicov év naXá'ir'iq cpopéoDOi òiKaonòXoi, oi xe Oéjiiaxaç rcpòç Àiòç eipúaxai...
In the name of this sceptre, which never again will bear leaf nor branch, now that it has left behind the cut stump in the mountains, nor shall it ever blossom again, since the bronze blade stripped bark and leafage, and now at last the sons of the Achaians carry it in their hands in state when they administer the justice of Zeus. . . When the staff is cut and trimmed by a bronze axe, the wood no longer evolves naturally and becomes an unchanging artefact.70 Thus, there are two different stories about the origins of sceptres that rely on different discourses, but have similar messages. The continuity, which in temporal terms takes on the form of a genealogy, is also expressed by the sceptre's place in the dichotomy of nature and culture.
69 On the correspondence between the two passages, see, for example, Louden (1999) xiii-xiv. 70 Cf. Nagy (1979) 180: '...a thing of nature that has been transformed into a thing of culture'. This ties in well with Achilles' description of the sceptre that is called ot(p6iTov ocíeí in //. 2.46 and 186. For the signification of organic processes through the stem cpGv-, see Nagy (1979) 176-92. On the sceptre as a mirror of Achilles, see LynnGeorge (1989) 48-9. 40 JONAS GRETHLEIN (c) In the previous section, I have examined the general relation between the present of material goods and the past they evoke. In this section, I would like to turn to biographies that interact with the present in a more specific way. The presence of the past in material goods is often used by the Homeric narrator to create additional meaning and to highlight the narrative.
In some cases, the stories evoked by material objects serve as an exemplum for the present. I have already mentioned that, for Diomedes, the cup which his grandfather Oineus received from Bellerophontes is a marker of the guest-friendship between the two houses (//. 6.220-1). The exchange of gifts between Oineus and Bellerophontes serves as an exemplum for their grandsons, who exchange gifts themselves. This parallel is further highlighted by one detail: the golden armour that Glaukos gives to Diomedes corresponds to the golden cup that his grandfather, Bellerophontes, gave to Diomedes' grandfather, Oineus.71 While the gift exchange between Oineus and Bellerophontes functions as an exemplum at the level of the plot, I would like to argue that the story of Meriones' helmet (//. 10.261-70) serves as an exemplum for the audience. I have already mentioned the three different forms of exchange which the helmet has gone through: theft, gift and inheritance. The first of these, the theft, is the most interesting. Autolykos, who steals the helmet from Amyntor, is the maternal grandfather of Odysseus. Thus, there is a reversal in the history of the helmet: in the same way that the helmet was transferred from Odysseus' grandfather, Autolykos, to Meriones' father, Polos, via Amphidamas, it is now returned to Odysseus from Meriones.
The reference to Autolykos has, I believe, further significance.72 Not only is Autolykos known for rather non-heroic activities -'he surpassed all men / in thievery and the art of the oath' {Od. 19.395-6) -but the theft of the helmet makes one of his knaveries explicit. Strikingly, the nonheroic act of stealing clashes with the heroic nature of the object being stolen, a warrior's helmet. I suggest that the shady character of Autolykos prefigures Odysseus' less than heroic performance in the Dolomia. Odysseus' and Diomedes' enterprise does not really correspond with the heroic ideal that is otherwise prevalent in the Iliad. Daytime combat is replaced by the night moves, and instead of open combat there is a silent massacre of people in their sleep.73 Moreover, Odysseus deceives Dolon when he kills him against his promise (//. 10.383). Thus, in referring to Autolykos, the helmet's biography provides a model for Odysseus' trickster-like character in the Doloneia.14 Other stories borne by material goods do not prefigure the present situation, but instead contrast with it. As already pointed out, the long genealogy of Agamemnon's sceptre, which even goes back to the gods, radiates regal authority (//. 2.100-9). However, this genealogy is unfolded in the context of the Peira, where Agamemnon cuts a sorry figure.75 First, Agamemnon falsely believes that he will take Troy on the coming day, an illusion that is highlighted when an intended lie, i.e. the claim that Zeus has deceived him, reveals the truth about the present situation. Second, his scheming does not succeed. If it were not for Odysseus' courageous intervention, the army would have retreated from Troy.
The narrator underscores the contrast between Agamemnon's failure and the authority of the sceptre by directly linking the genealogy of the sceptre to Agamemnon's deceitful speech, //. 2.107-9: 71 Cf. Grethlein (2006a) 112-14. 72 The commentators have not failed to note that Autolykos is Odysseus' grandfather and argue that this relation is not mentioned explicitly as it might detract from Odysseus' appearance, cf. Stanford (1954) 11; Hainsworth ad 10.267. However, Odysseus' adventure in the Doloneia agrees with Autolykos' heritage.
73 For the night as a frame for the Doloneia 's action, see Klingner (1940) 360-2.
74 On Odysseus as a trickster in the Doloneia, see Stanford (1954) 12-13; 15, who notes that this side of Odysseus' personality comes to the fore only twice in the Iliad: when he tricks Dolon and when he wrestles with Ajax. For Odysseus as a trickster in general, cf. Stanford (1954) 8-24 . See also, more recently, Buchan (2004) .
75 For the Peira, see Kullmann (1955); Griffin (1980) 9-10; McGlew (1989); Schmidt (2002) .
ccòxàp o aúxe 0')éax' Aya|iéjLivovi Xûm cpopfjvai, rcoMíjiaiv vr|aoiai Kai 'Apyeï rcavxi àváaoeiv. xóh o y' épeio(X|i8voç erce' Apyeioiai jiexriiiôa.
And Thyestes left it in turn to Agamemnon to carry and to be lord of many islands and over all Argos. Leaning upon this sceptre he spoke and addressed the Argives.
This does not so much undermine the authority of the sceptre, but rather the solemn tradition embodied by the staff throws into relief the deception of Agamemnon and his failure to live up to the standards of his ancestors.76 Significantly, Odysseus re-establishes the sceptre when he uses it to discipline the masses and also points out explicitly its authority.77 Let us turn to another example. After Hektor has killed Patroklos, he strips off his armour and puts it on himself, //. 17.194-7:
...o ô' ajißpoxa Terrea ôûvev nntaíôeco AxiAfjoç, a oi Geoi oúpavícoveç rcaxpi cpíXcoi ercopov, o 8' apa obi rcaiôi oköloöev ynpáç-àXX' oi)% viòq év ëvxeai rcaxpòç èynpa.
. . .and himself put on that armour immortal of Peleid Achilleus, which the Uranian gods had given to his loved father; and he in turn grown old had given it to his son; but a son who never grew old in his father's armour.
The divine origin of the weapons, which are called öcfißpoxoc, contrasts with Achilles' mortality. This tension is then extended to Hektor in //. 1 7.20 1 -8 who, Zeus points out, has no idea how close he is to his own death. Achilles himself toys with a similar contrast in //. 18.82-90:
...x£')%ea 5' "Eicxcop ônicoGaç ànéòvGE rcetaopia, Gaûjna íôéaGai, Ka^á-xà jièv Th'kf'i Geoi ôóaav àyX,aà Scopa TlHaxi xòoi, oxe aè ßpoxou àvépoç e'iußaXov eúvfji. aïG' ocpeÀEç ai) jxèv a'üGi jj.ex' à6aváxr|iç à^íniaiv vaíeiv, IIr| Xevq ôè GvnxTiv àyayéaGai ockoixiv • vvv 8' iva Kai ooi TcévGoç évi (ppeai ji')píov ¿ír' Tcaiôòç arcocpGijievoio, xòv ox>% ')7roôé^eai a^xiç oÏKaSe voaxf|Gavx'... . . .and Hektor, who killed him, has stripped away that gigantic armour, a wonder to look on and splendid, which the gods gave Peleus, a glorious present, on that day they drove you to the marriage bed of a mortal. I wish you had gone on living then with the other goddesses of the sea, and that Peleus had married some mortal woman. As it is, there must be in your heart numberless sorrows for your son's death, since you can never again receive him home again to his country. . . 76 The fact that Agamemnon leans on the sceptre could also be interpreted in another way: Agamemnon who is a rather weak leader has to lean upon the traditional authority embodied by the sceptre.
77 The contrast between Agamemnon's and Odysseus' uses of the sceptre is underlined by the similarity of//.
2.46-7: eiXzTO Ôè aicfJTüTpov Tiaxpcoïov, acpGixov aíeí* / a')v xah eßr| mia vfjaç A^aicov xoiÀ,ko%itcòvcuv and //. 2.186-7: Ôé^ocxó oi aKfJTcxpov Tiaxpcoïov, acpGixov aíeí-/ cròv xcoi eßri mxà vfjaç A^aicov ^aA-Ko^ixcovcov. In //. 2. 198-9, Odysseus takes the sceptre to discipline the masses. Eventually, in //. 2.204-6 he emphasizes its authority: oúk Achilles juxtaposes the divine origin of his armour with his own impending death. Moreover, the weapons remind him of his parents' wedding and lead him to complain about the pairing of gods and humans. At the same time, the memory of his parents' wedding contrasts with the present situation when the fruit of the liaison, which was sanctified in the wedding, is about to die. Another passage can be adduced to show that this interpretation is not too fanciful. In Iliad 22, Andromache rushes to a tower to see Achilles mutilating the corpse of her husband. When she faints, her head-dress falls down, //. 22. 468-72: xr'ke ô' àrcò Kpaxòç ßaA,e SéajLiaxa GiyaÀóevTot, aiircom K£Kp')(pa^óv xe iôè tc^ekttiv áva8éa|iTiv Kpr|ôe|ivóv 6' 6 pá oi Ôfince xpuan A(ppoôíxr| t^octi xah, oxe |niv Kop')0aióÀ,oç T|yáye9' "Eicxcop 6K Só|Lio'> 'Hexícovoç, enei rcópe ¿rupia ë8va.
And she threw far off from her head the shining gear that ordered her headdress, the diadem and the cap, and the holding-band woven together, and the circlet, which Aphrodite the golden once had given her on that day when Hektor of the shining helmet led her forth from the house of Eetion, and gave numberless gifts to win her.
As the scholion bT ad //. 22.468-70 already points out, this reference to earlier happiness highlights the present disaster. As with //. 18.82-90, a material object evokes the happy memory of a wedding that contrasts with the present situation.
The examples that I have discussed so far are from the Iliad which is richer in biographies of things, but in the Odyssey too there are objects whose past closely interacts with the present. One such case is when Odysseus reports his landing on the island of the Cyclopes. He mentions the wine that he took with him, already hinting at its future relevance (Od. 9.213-15), which is to make Polyphemos drunk so that he and his comrades can blind him. Odysseus goes off on a rather long digression about this wine, which he received from Maron, who provided him with ample gifts (Od. 9. 1 96-2 11). Maron's hospitality not only strongly contrasts with Polyphemos' uncivilized reception of Odysseus and his comrades, but also the host's gift ironically plays an important role in what can be understood as the punishment for breaking the laws of hospitality.
Scholars have noted that there is a similar irony regarding Odysseus' bow. Again, a gift from a guest-friend plays a crucial role in the punishment of those who neglect the laws of hospitality.78 However, the correspondence between the biography of the bow and the Odyssey's plot has more facets. In a circular digression,79 the narrator reveals that Odysseus and Iphitos exchanged gifts when they met in the house of Ortilochos. They could not, however, further develop their guestfriendship, for Herakles received Iphitos as a guest-friend and killed him in order to get his horses .80 On the one hand the guest-friendship between Odysseus and Iphitos contrasts with the Suitors' consumption of Odysseus' goods,81 on the other, Herakles resembles the Suitors at least in so far as they both break the laws of hospitality.82 At the same time, the murder of Iphitos parallels the impending murder of the Suitors. This parallel, however, throws into relief a crucial difference: while Herakles murders a host, Odysseus kills those who have breached the àyaôfj 7ioX,')Koipavír| • eîç Koípavoç eaxco, / eîç ßaaitauc, coi ôcÒKe Kpóvoi) nau; àyKvXo'n'XE(û, I aKfJTcxpóv x' f|Ôè ôéuiGxaç iva acpiai ßo')>,£t>r|civ. However, West deletes 206 in his edition. 78 Cf. Reece (1993) 174-5; de Jong ad//. 21.11-41 . See also Reece (1993) 173-8 on the Suitors' disregard for hospitality.
79 On the structure, see Gaisser (1969) rules of hospitality in his house. Taken together, the contrasts and parallels between the past and the present provide a rather interesting juxtaposition of Odysseus and Herakles.83 It is tempting to search for further correspondences between the history of the bow and the plot in the Odyssey. According to later accounts, Eurytos promised his daughter, Iole, to anyone who could surpass him in arrow-shooting. When Herakles defeated him, but was denied Iole, he sacked Oichalie and killed Eurytos together with his sons. There is no indication that the Homeric bards and their audiences were familiar with this story,84 but if they were, the bow would evoke an interesting parallel to the bow contest in Odyssey 21 . This, however, must remain speculation.
It is well known that analepses in the epics often shed light on the main plot in manifold ways, and Griffin has brought the significance of material objects in Homer to our attention,85 but it is still noteworthy how often flashbacks, which enrich the epic narrative, are presented through the biographies of goods.
IV. READING THE 'ARCHAEOLOGY OF THE PAST'
In the previous sections, I have tried to apply the approach of the 'archaeology of the past' to the Iliad and Odyssey. It has emerged that the past in the Homeric epics has a strong material side. Things with and without a commemorative function hold memories of the past: tombs, walls and commodities give temporal depth to the plot. Furthermore, this epic 'archaeology of the past' has narrative and meta-poetic significance: the past evoked by material goods often closely interacts with the plot, and the epic claim to preserve kàíoç ôccpGixov is highlighted by the contrast of the semiotic processes which undermine the significance of material relics. No striking differences between the Iliad and the Odyssey could be noted, but, as the Appendix shows, the Iliad is richer in old objects with a history. Accordingly, the book with the most biographies of things in the Odyssey is book 4, which centres on the Iliadic figure of Menelaos. On the other hand, the Odyssey contains more reflections on the memory that material objects are expected to preserve for the future, an observation that ties in well with the Odyssey's concern with kleos.*6
It is now time to suggest that the Homeric epics also provide precious evidence for the 'archaeology of the past'. Since most investigations focus on past and illiterate cultures, it is rather difficult to prove in what way material relics evoked the past. Even a pioneer such as Cornelius Holtorf concedes that the ground on which many reconstructions are based is shaky: 'In welchem Umfang die damaligen Menschen ein Bewußtsein ihrer Vergangenheit hatten und ihnen . . . klar war, daß derartige Objekte von Menschen viel früherer Generationen geschaffen worden waren, ist endgültig nicht zu klären'.87
The Iliad and the Odyssey, on the other hand, are based on oral traditions, and their references to material goods can therefore help us to elucidate the hermeneutics of relics in an oral culture. Of course, we cannot draw definite conclusions, for, after all, the Homeric epics are not simply a mirror, but are poetic constructions which refract reality in complex ways. Even if they do shed new light on memory in archaic Greece, this need not apply to other oral cultures. And yet I believe that the Iliad and the Odyssey allow some tentative suggestions for both the 'archaeology of the past' in general and for archaic Greece in particular.
Essentially, my reading corroborates the 'archaeology of the past' and shows that material goods of different kinds can evoke the past. More specifically, it elucidates two aspects that have 83 The scholion ad Od. 21.22 and Eusth. 1899.38 point out that Homer did not know Iole. Cf. Galinsky (1972) 11-12; Clay (1983 ) 93-6. See Davies (1991 xxii-xxxvi for a survey of the mythical tradition. 84 Cf. Clay (1983 ) 92 n. 70. See, however, Krischer (1992 who takes it for granted that the poet of the Odyssey knew the story of Eurytos and argues that he modelled the contest in book 2 1 after it.
85 Griffin (1980 ) 1-49. 86 See, for example, Macleod (1983 and Segal (1983) . 87 Holtorf (2005) 102.
been neglected so far. Archaeologists and pre-historians tend to focus on the past as a tool used in power struggles. My examination confirms this aspect: as the sceptre shows, claims to authority are grounded on traditions. However, there is another point that often goes unnoticed, perhaps owing to the focus on social dynamics. There are very subtle reflections on the ambiguity of signs in the epics. Obviously, we have to take into account that already in oral cultures there was an epistemological side to the 'archaeology of the past'. Before material relics can be made the object of social struggle, they must be interpreted. Or, better yet, since both operations go hand in hand, the semantic capital of the past is strongly intertwined with epistemological considerations. Second, we have seen that a wide range of objects can serve as media for memory, but only particular items have this significance. For example, Poseidon fears that his own wall will sink into oblivion because the new fortification built by the Greeks will outshine it. Moreover a wide array of commodities calls up memories, but all of them are very precious items. This should alert the 'archaeology of the past' to the fact that not every material relic bore memories. For example, it is doubtful that the remains of simple buildings prompted people to reflect in depth on the past.
Reading the Iliad and the Odyssey from the angle of the 'archaeology of the past' can also inspire us to reflect on the role of memory in archaic Greece in a new way. It is well known that in the eighth and seventh centuries, old tombs, often of Mycenean origin, were reused and that old relics, like Mycenean gems, attracted attention.88 It has always been taken for granted that archaic Greeks associated these items with a time long before them. However, another possibility emerges if we see the relation of the heroes' present to their past as an analogy for the relationship between the narrator's present and the heroic age.
Such a transfer is prompted by a parallel: in the Iliad, some relics such as Peleus' spear and Nestor's cup are too heavy to be used in the present. Similarly, the narrator points out four times that heroes are able to lift stones heavier than any man in the present would be able to lift. Here, the relationship between the present of the narrator and the heroic age mirrors the relation between the heroes' present and their past. If we pursue this comparison, then it appears possible that the Greeks did not see the relics as signs of a distant age, but rather attributed them to a recent past, which was felt to be different from the present and at the same time was linked to it by short genealogical ties.
Can we extend this suggestion further and apply it to the Iliad and the Odyssey? Is it possible that Greeks in the archaic age thought of the Trojan War as a fairly recent event?89 This thesis would be supported by the plausible suggestion that the ruins inspired the epic bards. Moreover, the epics show that the very recent past could be seen as rather different from the present,90 and anthropological studies provide parallels for a 'telescoping' effect that bridges the 'floating gap' so that mythical events directly precede the historical events in oral traditions.91 However, it is striking that in the Homeric epics the gap between the Trojan War and the present of the narrator is never bridged. There is only the direct juxtaposition of the heroes and men as they are today and, perhaps, the prolepsis of the destruction of the wall in //. 12.3-33, which can be read as an 88 For the reuse of old tombs, see Antonaccio (1995) and the literature in (1994) 403 n. 73. For old gems in tombs, see Boardman (1970) 107; for old finds in the tombs at Eleusis, see Overbeck (1980) Henige (1974) 27-38; on the 'floating gap' see Vansina (1985) 23-4; 168-9. explanation for why there are no relics left in the present. Otherwise, the heroic past unfolds as a past sui generis. This clearly undermines the suggestion that archaic Greeks would have located the Trojan War in the recent past. On the other hand, it could be argued that, as with local cults, the epics suppress any references to the present in order to establish a panhellenic appeal. It is also likely that aristocrats tried to establish links with the heroic past through genealogies.92 No matter how we turn it, the reflection on where in time archaic Greeks located the Mycenaean ruins and the Trojan War remains a 'Gedankenexperiment'; nevertheless, it opens up new possibilities in a discussion that has hitherto been centred on the positivist identification of text and ruin.
V. HEROIC HEIRLOOMS AND MODERN MUSEUMS
Let me conclude this article by looking beyond epic poetry and archaic Greece. The prominence of various material objects ranging from memorials to everyday goods as bearers of memory corresponds with an interest in old material goods in our own time. Nietzsche diagnosed that his age was 'infected with a consuming historical fever',93 and since his days the efforts to preserve the past have steadily increased in the western world. There are, however, crucial differences between the commemorative function of material items in the epics and our contemporary obsession with memory. It is right that historical awareness does not depend on literacy, but it is equally important to note that the 'grip of the past' in archaic Greece was different from the modern 'historical fever'.
At first glance, the traditions that are inscribed in the material goods in the Iliad and the Odyssey may remind us of the current 'heritage crusade'.94 In our age as well, material relics are more and more valued as testimonies to the past. And yet that is a rather different story. As Lowenthal points out, the concept of heritage has grown, moving 'from the elite and grand to the vernacular and everyday; from the remote to the recent; and from the material to the intangible'.95 Although the objects in the Homeric poems are goods for everyday use, we could also note that they are special pieces, and while the memory evoked by them does not reach far back, already this fairly recent past is distanced from the present.
Even more important, the current 'heritage crusade' leads to 'musealisation' -objects are taken out of their original contexts, collected and assembled.96 The Homeric goods, on the other hand, are still in use.97 To put it bluntly, one could juxtapose the unbroken tradition in the epics with the contemporary interest in the past that is motivated by the breaks in traditions.98 This difference seems not to be limited to Homeric evidence. There were, as for example the Lindian chronicle reveals, collections of material goods in the temples in ancient Greece.99 However, they are rather different from modern museums, not least because of their sacral character.
The same difference between ancient and modern memoria is borne out by the virtual absence of restoration of buildings in archaic and classical Greece. While the modern interest in the past 92 Cf. Morris (1986a) 129. 93 Nietzsche (1954) (1873) 1 210 (my own translation). 94 Lowenthal (1996) . 95 Lowenthal (1996) 14. 96 Cf. Preis (1990) ; Zacharias (1990) ; Huyssen (1995) 13-35. 97 There is one exception in the Odyssey. Odysseus does not take Eurytos' bow to Troy, but leaves it as a uvf||ia Çeívoio (piloto in his house. However, this should be distinguished from modern museums. The bow is an object with a particular significance for its owner. Moreover, it is used by Odysseus on Ithaca (Od. 21.41). 98 Such a view is indebted to the thesis put forward by Ritter (1974) 105-40 and underlying Nora's concept of lieux de mémoire , that the modern interest in the past is triggered by the acceleration of changes; thus, the loss of traditions creates the interest in the past. An interesting anthropological argument that parallels my suggestion is offered by Parmentier (1987) 12, who juxtaposes our tendency to put objects from the past 'in hermetically sealed environments -time capsules, archival vaults, guarded museums' with the use of old goods in Belau which 'are extensionally deployed in social action, and by encoding the layered course of historical change . . . make possible an intensional sense of cultural continuity through time'. 99 Boardman (2002) 8 (cf. 27 ) speaks of 'museums in temples'. See also Pritchett (1979) 240-8 on the dedication of old weapons, some of them from the Trojan War.
has initiated countless restoration programmes, a forthcoming study by Ortwin Dally100 shows that there are only a few signs of deliberate restoration before the Hellenistic Age, and even then buildings were restored not so much as testimonies to the past as to secure the future fame of prominent individuals. The boom in museums as well as in restoration programmes is grounded in the interest in the past as specifically different from the present. As the comparisons of the heroes of the Trojan War with previous heroes and present men show, the epics also envisage past and present as different from one another, but the difference is rather in quantity than in quality. Most heroes may be too weak to wield ancient weapons, but those who have the strength use them instead of storing them as testimonies to the past. It seems that throughout Greek antiquity, the notion of a past that is radically different from the present has little prominence.101 Even Thucydides, hailed as the father of critical historiography, directly juxtaposes the Peloponnesian War with the Trojan War in order to reconstruct the latter, implicitly assuming that the character and laws of warfare have not changed much.102 It is not until the axial age around 1800 AD that the heightened awareness of developments makes the view of the past as a foreign country the dominating concept.103 Only then does the antiquarianism emerge which made Nietzsche grumble, 'There is a degree of sleeplessness, of ruminating, of historical awareness by which the living is harmed and perishes, be it a man, a people or a culture'.104
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100 See the chapter 'Vorstufen der Denkmalpflege' in Dally (forthcoming). On restoration in ancient Greece, see also Buchert (2000) .
101 This thesis may be supported by archaeological evidence. Hainsworth (1987) 211 notes: 'Apart from the use of bronze (and some details about dress pins and the length of chitons) most Greeks seem to have thought that the material culture of their ancestors was much like their own. The vase painters always depicted Homeric heroes in "modern" dress and gear'. In an unpublished paper, Giuliani uses the depiction of shields to argue that there is no distinction between past and contemporary events in vase paintings.
102 See, for example, Kallet (2001) 97-115. 103 On this development, see Koselleck (1975) ; (1979) . For a new approach to 'axial ages', see Arnason et al. (2005) . Let me stress that I do not argue that the Greeks had not 'discovered' the idea of development yet, but, whereas around 1 800 AD developmental concepts started to dominate historical reconstructions, they did not play a major role in ancient Greece. For a juxtaposition of modern notions of history with the idea of history that underlies the Iliad, see Grethlein (2006a) 
